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Introduction

Thismanual explains how to operate andmaintain your flat bed. It contains important inform-
ation for your own safety and the surrounding environment.

JOAB’s products are characterized bya high level of safety, reliability, and long service-life. To
get the best out of your flat bed, we recommend reading thismanual carefully.

Thismanual is based on the originalmounted equipment only. Refer to the relevant supplier’s
manuals for all other optional or auxiliary equipment.

JOAB takesno responsibility for consequences that occur due to work carried out bynon-pro-
fessionals.

After receiving the flat bed, ensure that it is in proper working order. If it is not, contact JOAB,
your dealer, or other supplier.

The specifications, constructions, and illustrations found in thismanual are not binding.
JOAB AB retains the right to make changeswithout prior notice.

For all flat beds sold in Sweden, the general delivery regulationsapply.

A training CD is included with certain deliveries. This comprehensively describeshow to use
JOAB’s products, such as flat beds, lift dumpers, and the Hookmaster.

Alwaysbare in mind that it is the operator that is responsible for handling the flat bed.

© JOAB AB
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About the Flat Bed

JOAB's flat bedsare designed to transport goodsand are built in accordance with European
Standards. All flat beds fulfil the following European safety standards:

l EN 12640 - fastening standard

l EN 12642 - containment standard

l EN 12999 - crane standard

A standardised layout and specification is used for all flat beds. The flat bedsare fastened onto a
vehicle's chassis and allow for safe and efficient load handling. A crane lift can also be ordered
with the flat beds.

There are twomodel types for the flat bed:

l SModel - small version

l MModel - medium version

SModels can be ordered with a crane that hasa lifting capacity of up to 26 ton/m.MModels can
be ordered with a crane that hasa lifting capacity of up to 70 ton/m. Cranesare not standard
equipment, theymust be ordered in addition to the flat bed.

The walls of the flat bed consist of a number of drop sides, made of natural anodized aluminium,
that can quickly be dropped or removed, as required.

The floor of the flat bed ismade of 35mm, wear resistant plywood. The floor is also equipped
with lashing rails. These are used to secure a load. Theyprovide the user with a lot of flexibility.

There are approximately 120 fastening points aswell as six stanchions. The stanchions can be
placed vertically into the lashing rails to provide a support for goods.

The frame of the flat bed hasbeen specifically designed to optimise the processof galvanisation
(hot-dipped). This ensuresa high level of protection from the environment and rusting.

Optional extras can also be ordered for the flat bed. For further information about these, please
refer to "OptionalExtras", on page 4.

CBW Controller
All flat bedsare equipped with a CBWcontroller, that is located inside the driver's cab. This is
used for controlling lighting, activating the crane, and trailer functions. For more information
about this refer to "Operation", on page 7.
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Flat Bed Components
The following image providesan overview of the flat bed and itsmain components.

A. Bulkhead
B. Fastening Storage
C. Door - left and right side
D. Drop Side x6
E. Drop-side-pillar
F. Lashing Rail x 8 c

G. Tailgate-pillar
H. Tailgate
I. Tailgate Support
J. External Lashing Point
K. Ladder (on both sides)
L. Stanchions (see "stanchions", on page 3)

Tailgate Supports
Allmodels are equipped with twomechanical
tailgate supports, as shown.

These are used to provide the tailgate with sup-
port. If a load longer that the flat bed is loaded
onto the vehicle, the tailgate can be lowered
onto the supports, allowing for the load to be
placed onto the flat bed.

2
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Lashing Rails
The lashing rails, as shown, are used for fasten-
ing goodsonto the flat bed. Theyare in accord-
ance with the standard EN 12640.

There are approximately 120 fastening points
on the flat bed.

Theyare also lashing points on the external
sidesof the frame. These can be used to
provide lashing that extendsover the top of the
flat bed.

Stanchions
The flat bed is equipped with six stanchions.
These are used to create a vertical support on
the flat bed, so that goods can be securely
fastened. Theyare stored in the bulkhead, as
shown. To remove or store them, open either
of the doors, to gain access.

The stanchions can be placed vertically into any
of the corresponding sockets that are located in
the lashing rails, as shown, to help secure a
load.

3
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Ladders
The flat bed is equipped with two sets of
ladders, one on each side of the flat bed, below
the front doors, see "Flat Bed Components",
on page 2.

To extract the ladders, simply give them a little
tug to loosen them from their retaining clip, that
is located at the backof the ladders, and then
pull them outwards, horizontally.

When replacing the ladders, slide them in fully
until they snap into the retaining clip, at the back
of the ladders. Make sure that theyare cor-
rectly secured before diving the vehicle.

Optional Extras
The following options can be ordered for the flat beds. These are not standard equipment and
must be ordered in addition to the flat bed.

Automatic Lashing System
These are fitted to the sidesof the vehicle and
automatically tighten the lashing to the correct
force. Theyare operated by the vehicle's air
system.

Once the lashing is in place it is connected to
the automatic lashing system and then amech-
anical lever is operated to activate the air sup-
ply, and the lashing is tightened. Automatic
lashing savesboth time and ensure that lash-
ing is correctly done.

Hydraulic tailgate supports - M Model
Ahydraulic tailgate support system can be
ordered asan extra option for theMModel.
This allows the user to extend and retract the
tailgate supports automatically, through the
use of controls the crane controller. This option
is only available for MModels.

4
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Container Anchors - M Model
Container anchors can also be ordered asan
extra option. These are used to secure a con-
tainer loaded on the flat bed. Four container
anchors are supplied and are specific for the
type of container loaded on the flat bed.

The anchors are screwed into the frame of the
flat bed, as shown, and lock the container in
position so that it cannot move forwardsor
backwardsduring transport.

This option is only available for MModels.

Manufacture Plates
All flat bedshave amanufacture-plate located
on the front left-hand side of the bulkhead, as
shown. The information on themanufacture-
platemust be provided in the event of making a
claim or when ordering spare parts from JOAB.

In addition to themanufacture plate, theman-
ufacture number is a also stamped onto the
bulkhead, just above themanufacture plate, as
shown.

Load Containment Standard
The certification label for the load containment
and themaximum forces that can be applied
when fastening goods, are located on the front
left-hand-side of the bulkhead, as shown,
above themanufacture plate.

Do not exceed the limitations stated on the
labels.

5
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Design
JOAB's products are subjected to demanding
tasksandmust be of the highest quality. All of
JOAB's components and constructionsare thor-
oughly tested. Simulations for calculating: load
capacity, durability, and service life are per-
formed on all components

All development andmanufacture is performed
by JOAB.We are ISO9001 and ISO14001 cer-
tified.

A large proportion of our production is auto-
mated. This guaranteeshigh quality in theman-
ufacturing process.

JOAB's painting facilitiesmeet all applicable
environmental requirements.

6
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Operation

Activation of the crane and the operation of work lighting is controlled using the CBWcontroller,
that ismounted inside the vehicle's cab. Provided below is information describing the operation
of the CBWcontroller.

CBW Controller
TheCBWcontroller, shown opposite, is nor-
mallymounted onto the driver'sA-post, using a
mounting bracket.

The CBWcontroller is activated bypressing the
OKbutton that is located at the bottom of the
user interface.

If there are anyactive warnings, the user inter-
face will display themwhen activated (refer also
to "Warnings", on page 10).

User Interface
The areasmarked with white rectangles correspond to the function buttonsbelow them: F1–F4
and the UP/DOWN arrow. These buttonsare used to activate/deactivate the corresponding
function displayed in the white rectanglesabove them. A green rectangle is also lit when the func-
tion is active.

All other icons that are displayed on the screen simply provide feedback to the user regarding
the statusof the lighting and crane.

Icon Definitions
Provided below is a list of the icons that can be displayed in the user interface and their meaning.

Icon Function Icon Function

Work light - ON Automatic back light ON.
Press two times to activate.

Reverse lights - ON Crane active

Table 1: User interface – icon description
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Icon Function Icon Function

Beacon light - ON Automatic back light ON.
Press two times to activate.

Red light - ON HydraulicPump - ON

Work light ON/OFF Beacon light ON/OFF

Reverse light ON/OFF UPARROW - Active/deactivate
crane

Red light ON/OFF Warning, see below

Spreader flap - TRAILER* Draw bar*

Automatic flap - TRAILER* Axle lift - TRAILER*

Table 1: User interface – icon description (continued)

*Extra option. Not standard equipment.

Activating the Crane
Personnelmust be trained in the use of the crane before being allowed to use it. Ser-
ious injury or damage to the environment can result if a crane is operated incorrectly.

Read and adhere to all safetywarningsand operating instructions in the crane's oper-
ator manual before operating the crane.

To operate the crane the CBWcontroller must first be turned on and the crane icon activ-
ated fromwithin the CBWcontroller (UP arrow button).

When the crane icon is activated, the PTO is turned on and electricity is supplied to the crane.
Once activated, a green pump icon will be displayed in the top right-hand side of the CBW
controller and the crane active icon is displayed above the function buttons.

Operation of the crane is done using the crane's own remote control unit. This is a separate
device and comeswith its own operator manual. For information regarding the operation of the
crane controller, please refer to itsmanual.

8
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Trailer Page Setup
The user interface can displayone of two page
setups.

Themain page, as shown under "CBWcon-
troller", on page 7, is used to display functions
for lighting and crane activation only.

The second page setup is used for activating
trailer functionsonly, as shown opposite.
These functionsare not standard equipment.
Theymust be ordered asoptional extras.

To switch between themain page setup and
the trailer page setup, simply press the left or
right arrow keyat the bottom of the controller.

To switch between the two page setups the
trailer page setupmust first be activated. To activate the trailer page setup, follow the instruction
provided below:

1. Pressand hold down theOKbutton and
presseither the left or right arrow button
at the same time for a few seconds.

The screen will then display the page
setup dialogue as shown.

2. Select the trailer icon and then press the
OKbutton to either activate it or deac-
tivate it (when activated a green rectangle will be displayed below the trailer icon).

Note, all other icons shown in the page setup dialogue are not relevant for flat beds. Only
the trailer icon can be activated.

3. Pressand hold down theOKbutton for a few second to save the new settings.

Function Buttons
The trailer function icons can be placed in anyof the locationsF1–F4 and the UP/DOWN arrow
buttons, asdesired. To change the location of a trailer function icon follow the procedure listed
bellow:

1. Pressand hold the OKbutton while simultaneously pressing the function button (F1-F4 and
UP/DOWN arrows) that is to be changed.

2. The current icon set for that function will be displayed with a green rectangle around it, as
shown below.

9
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3. Use the UP/DOWN arrow buttons to select the desired function.

4. Press theOKbutton.

Warnings
TheCBWcontroller will display a red warning triangle in the center lower part of the user
interface (see "CBWcontroller", on page 7), if a warning hasbeen activated.

To see witch warning(s) are actual, whenever the warning triangle is displayed, simply press the
down arrow button on the CBWcontroller, to display the warning's page.Warnings that are
actualwill be displayed there.

Provided below in Table 2 is a list of the warnings that can be displayed.

Warning display Meaning

The crane is not parked. Do not drive the vehicle if thiswarning is dis-
played!

The support legs for the crane are not parked. Do not drive the
vehicle if thiswarning is displayed!

Table 2: CBW Warnings

To exit the warningspage, simply press theOKbutton when in the warningspage.

Parking Brake Warning
In addition to the above warnings, the vehicle will sound an audible warning (buzzer sound) if
the parking brake is released while the crane is active, see "User Interface", on page 7.

10
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Securing a Load

Goodsmust be correctly secured to the Flat Bed before driving the vehicle. Make
sure that it is not possible for the goods tomove during transit. Failure to do so can
lead to serious injury to the driver, other road users, or other personnel.

The driver of the vehicle is responsible for ensuring that goodsare correctly secured to the Flat
Bed. Provided below are some simple guidelinesdescribing five ways to secure a load onto the
Flat Bed. The information provided in this section is sourced from the following document:

European Union, 2014. European Best PracticesGuidelines, Cargo securing for Road Trans-
port.

The document is available from the following Link: Cargo Securing for Road Transport. The
information provided below is not a complete reference and is intended asa guide only. Please
refer to the original document for amore detailed explanation.

Required Lashing Equipment
The information provided in this chapter is based on the requirement that the lashing
equipment used fulfills the criteria listed below. If other lashing equipment is used, the
information provided in all tables in this chapter is not correct.

l Lashing points resist 2000 daN (2 tonsunder stress).

l Lashingshave a LC (Lashing Capacity) of 1600 daN.

l Lashingshave a STF (Standard Tension Force) = 400 daN. Theymust be tightened to a
minimum of 400 daN during transport.

How to use this Guide
In order to use the information provided in this chapter, both the friction value for sliding and a
ratio for tipping are required for the cargo. These are discussed below. Once these valuesare
attained it is then possible to extract the correct information from the tablesprovided in this
chapter.

Sliding
The friction between the cargo and the loading platform (or cargo beneath it) hasa huge influ-
ence on howmuch one lashing can prevent from sliding.
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The table in "Appendix - Friction Factors", on page 25 gives the typical friction factors for com-
mon combinationsof materials contacting each other or the vehicle load platform.

The values in the table are valid for dry and wet surfaceswhen the contact surfacesare clean,
undamaged and without frost, ice or snow. If this is not the case, then a friction factor μ = 0.2
should be used. Special precautionsmust be taken if the surfacesare oiled or greasy.

In case of direct lashings, where the cargomaymove a little before the elongation of the lash-
ingsprovides the desired restraint force, the dynamic friction applies, which is to be taken as
75%of the friction factor.

Tipping
To find out themaximum cargo weight pre-
vented from tipping, a calculationmust first be
done. This is then used to find the correct
information in the tableswithin this chapter.

If the cargo item hasa centre of gravity close to
the centre of the cargo, the following cal-
culation is required:

The calculationsmust be rounded up to the
nearest higher value shown in the tableswithin
this chapter.

If the cargo item hasa centre of gravity that is
outside the centre of the cargo item, the fol-
lowing calculation is required:

H =Distance up to the centre of gravity

L =Distance according to the diagram

B=Shortest distance between the centre of
gravity and the sideways tipping point

Securing Load Methods
Provided below are a number of methods that can be used to secure a load. Use the necessary
method or combination of methods to ensure that a load is secure.

12
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Blocking
Blocking involvespositioning the cargo, or parts
of the cargo directly to the headboard, side-
boards, stanchions, supports, walls or parts of
the cargo to stop it frommoving. In case of
global blocking, the sum of void spaces in any
horizontal direction should not exceed 15 cm.
However, between dense and rigid cargo items,
such as steel, concrete or stone, void spaces
should be further minimized, as far aspossible.

If the cargo is blocked to a sufficient height, this
will effectively stop it from sliding and tipping. If
the cargo is only bottom blocked, lashingmaybe
needed to prevent tipping.

Top-over Lashing
Using the table below, youmust note that the
angle between the lashing and the loading plat-
form is of great importance. The tables should
be used for anglesbetween 75° and 90°. If the
angle is between 30° and 75° double amount of
lashing strapsare needed, or you halve the
table values. If the angle is less than 30°, then
another method of securing the cargo should be
used.

Cargo weight in ton prevented from sliding per top-over lashing

Friction factor μ* Sideways Front Rear

0.15 0.31 0.15 0.31

0.2 0.48 0.21 0.48

0.25 0.72 0.29 0.72

0.3 1.1 0.38 1.1

0.35 1.7 0.49 1.7

0.4 2.9 0.63 2.9

Table 3: Top-over Lashing - sliding

13
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Cargo weight in ton prevented from sliding per top-over lashing

Friction factor μ* Sideways Front Rear

0.45 6.4 0.81 6.4

0.5 no risk 1.1 no risk

0.55 no risk 1.4 no risk

0.6 no risk 1.9 no risk

0.65 no risk 2.7 no risk

0.7 no risk 4.4 no risk

Table 3: Top-over Lashing - sliding (continued)

*Refer to "Sliding", on page 11 for information about this value.

Loop Lashing
A loop lashing will secure a cargo item on each
side with a pair of webbings. At the same time
the cargo will be prevented from tipping.

At least two loop lashingsper long cargo item
should be used.

If the cargo item containsmore than one section
and the sections support each other and stop
any twisting from occurring, then only one loop
lashing per section of the cargo, maybe
needed.

Cargo weight in ton prevented from sliding per pair of loop lashing

Friction factor μ* Sideways Friction factor μ* Sideways

0.15 4.7 0.45 13

0.2 5.4 0.5 no risk

0.25 6.2 0.55 no risk

0.3 7.3 0.6 no risk

Table 4: Loop Lasing - sliding

14
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Cargo weight in ton prevented from sliding per pair of loop lashing

Friction factor μ* Sideways Friction factor μ* Sideways

0.35 8.7 0.65 no risk

0.4 11 0.7 no risk

Table 4: Loop Lasing - sliding (continued)

*Refer to "Sliding", on page 11 for information about this value.

Cargo weight in ton prevented from tipping per pair of loop lashing

Sideways

H/B* 1 row 2 rows 3 rows 4 rows 5 rows

0.6 no risk no risk no risk 6.5 4.1

0.8 no risk no risk 5.6 3.1 2.3

1 no risk no risk 3.1 2 1.6

1.2 no risk 4.6 2.1 1.5 1.3

1.4 no risk 3 1.6 1.2 1

1.6 no risk 2.2 1.3 1 0.86

Table 5: Loop Lashing - tipping

*Refer to "Tipping", on page 12 for information about this value.

Direct Lashing
Lashingsmust be fixed within the green angles,
as shown in the diagram. Thiswill ensure that
they secure the individual cargo item in accord-
ance with the table values.

15
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The areaswhere you can attach lashing straps
are limited by two straight lines running diag-
onally through the centre of gravity at an angle
of 45°.

Cargo weight in ton prevented from sliding per straight lashing

μ* Sideways Front Rear μ* Sideways Front Rear

0.15 1.5 0.82 1.5 0.45 5.4 1.9 5.4

0.2 1.8 0.95 1.8 0.5 no risk 2.2 no risk

0.25 2.2 1.1 2.2 0.55 no risk 2.6 no risk

0.3 2.6 1.3 2.6 0.6 no risk 3 no risk

0.35 3.3 1.4 3.3 0.65 no risk 3.5 no risk

0.4 4.2 1.7 4.2 0.7 no risk 4.2 no risk

Table 6: Direct Lashing - sliding

*Refer to "Sliding", on page 11 for information about this value.

Cargo weight in ton prevented from tipping per straight lashing

H/B* Sideways H/L Forwards To the rear

1.2 no risk 1.2 no risk no risk

1.4 no risk 1.4 8.2 no risk

1.6 no risk 1.6 3.8 no risk

1.8 no risk 1.8 2.6 no risk

2 no risk 2 2 no risk

2.2 4.1 2.2 1.7 13

Table 7: Direct Lashing - tipping
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Cargo weight in ton prevented from tipping per straight lashing

H/B* Sideways H/L Forwards To the rear

2.4 3.2 2.4 1.5 6.9

2.6 2.6 2.6 1.4 4.9

2.8 2.3 2.8 1.2 3.9

Table 7: Direct Lashing - tipping (continued)

*Refer to "Tipping", on page 12 for information about this value.

Spring Lashing
A spring lashing is used to stopmovement of a
cargo item forwardsand/or towards the rear.

It is important that the angle between the load-
ing platform and the lashing strap doesnot
exceed 45°.

The spring lashing can be done inmanyways.
However, if the lashing is not applied to the
upper edge of the cargo item, the tipping limits
of the cargo weight is reduced.

For example, if the spring lashing is placed half
wayup the cargo item, then it will only secure
half the cargo weight indicated in the table.

This spring lashing setup has two legson each
side, which secures twice the weight that is
indicated in the table.

17
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Cargo weight in ton prevented from sliding per spring lashing

μ* Front Rear μ* Front Rear

0.15 3.7 6.6 0.45 6.7 19

0.2 4.1 7.6 0.5 7.5 no risk

0.25 4.5 8.8 0.55 8.4 no risk

0.3 4.9 10 0.6 9.6 no risk

0.35 5.4 12 0.65 11 no risk

0.4 6 15 0.7 13 no risk

Table 8: Spring Lashing - sliding

*Refer to "Sliding", on page 11 for information about this value.

Cargo weight in ton prevented from tipping per spring lashing

H/L* Front Rear

1.2 no risk no risk

1.4 54 no risk

1.6 26 no risk

1.8 19 no risk

2 15 no risk

2.2 13 101

2.4 12 55

2.6 11 40

2.8 10 32

3 9.9 28

3.2 9.5 25

Table 9: Spring Lashing - tipping

*Refer to "Tipping", on page 12 for information about this value.
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Safety Warnings

The flat bed hasa number of safety labels attached to it, as shown below. It is important to read
and adhere to these warnings. Failure to do so can lead to serious injury or damage to equip-
ment.

Make sure that the labels are in good condition. If necessary, new safety labels can be ordered
from JOAB.

Safe Working Distance
Make sure that there are no unauthorised persons in close prox-
imity of the flat bed'sworking area. The risk zone is 8metres in
all directionsof the flat bed and body.

Risk of Slipping
Be aware when operating the hook-lift that theremaybe a risk of slipping, that
could lead to injury.

Suspended Loads
Do not stand or walk underneath a suspended load. If a suspended load
breaks free it can lead to serious injury or death.

Risk of being Trapped
Be aware that there is a serious risk of becoming trapped when operating the
hook-lift. Always verify that there is no risk of anyone becoming trapped or
injured before operating the hook-lift.
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Technical Data

Provided below are the dimensionsand specificationsof the flat bed. The information provided
below is for the standard flat bed only.

S Model - Dimensions

* Dependent upon country standard
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M Model - Dimensions

* Dependent upon country standard
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Specifications

Specification Value

Floor 35mmwear resistant plywood

Lashing Points Ninemufti-point lashing rails, placed hori-
zontally along the width of the bed.
Fourteen lashing points on each external side
of the frame.

Doors One on the left side, and one on the right side,
width 800mm

Drop Side Natural anodized aluminum plank, height =
800mm

Drop-side-pillars Six side pillars and two tailgate pillars

Stanchion Six, length = 2400mm. These are stored in
the bulkhead

Bulkhead height 1530mm

Surface treatment for frame Hot-dip galvanized

Table 10: Specifications

Crane Specifications
For technical information regarding cranes, please refer to the documentation supplied with the
crane.

23
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Appendix - Friction Factors

Combination of materials in the contact surfacea Friction factor μ

Sawn wood

Sawnwood – fabric base laminate/plywood 0,45

Sawnwood – grooved aluminium 0,4

Sawnwood – shrink film 0,3

Sawnwood – stainless steel sheet 0,3

Plane wood

Plane wood – fabric base laminate/plywood 0,3

Plane wood – grooved aluminium 0,25

Plane wood – stainless steel sheets 0,2

Plastic pallet

Plastic pallet – fabric base laminate/plywood 0,2

Plastic pallet – grooved aluminium 0,15

Plastic pallet – stainless steel sheet 0,15

Steel and metal

Steel crate – fabric base laminate/plywood 0,45

Steel crate – grooved aluminium 0,3

Steel crate – stainless steel sheet 0,2

Concrete

Concrete rough – sawnwood battens 0,7

Concrete smooth – sawnwood battens 0,55

Table 11: Friction factors for slipping
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Combination of materials in the contact surfacea Friction factor μ

Anti-slip mat

Rubber 0,6b

Other material as certifiedc

Table 11: Friction factors for slipping (continued)

aThe correct friction factor must be used in relation to the actual transport. The surface, dry or wet, must be
free from oil, ice, or grease. If the surface is not clean and free from frost, ice, or snow, a friction factor larger
than μ =0,2 shall not be used. Special precautions must be taken for oily and greasy surfaces.
bMay be used with μ = 1,0 for direct lashing.
cWhen special materials for increased friction like skid-inhibitingmats are applied, a certificate for the friction
factor μ required.
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Contact Information

Information Kontaktuppgifter

Adress JOABFörsäljningsAB
Östergärde Industriområde
417 29Göteborg
Sweden

Tel.: 031-705 06 00

Fax: 031-705 06 09

E-post: info@joab.se

Webbplats: www.joab.se

Table 12: Kontaktuppgifter

Service and Warranty Claims
For contact information regarding service and warranty claims, please refer to the table below.

Department Contact Details

Service workshop 031 7050 687

Spare Parts 031-7050 686

TechnicalSupport 031-7050 688

Warranty 031-7050 717

BodyBuilder Support 031 7050 705

Table 13: Service and warranty details
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